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2013 M&A Will Be A Test Of C-Suite Confidence 
 
 
By Liz Hoffman 
 
Law360, New York (January 01, 2013, 2:55 PM ET) -- Experts say 2013 could be the year that halting, 
uneven gains in mergers and acquisitions gives way to a sustained recovery, as the reality of new 
regulation sinks in and buyers, spurred on by antsy shareholders, take their cash off the sidelines. 
 
The big if? CEO confidence. 
 
On paper, the industry is poised for a breakout year. Companies are flush with cash and facing pressure 
from investors to keep growing. Many are focusing on their core businesses and cutting those that don't 
fit. Private equity investments made in 2006 and 2007 are at, if not past, their “sell-by” date. And 
available financing, with looser conditions and lighter covenants, should let private equity firms give 
strategic buyers a run for their money on bid prices. 
 
But corporate executives can be a fickle bunch. And with gamesmanship in Washington, sovereign crises 
in Europe, political risk across the Middle East and slowdowns in even the high-powered economies of 
China and India, there’s plenty to spook them, attorneys said. 
 
“All the indicators are there, but at the end of the day, M&A is a confidence game,” said Steven Epstein, 
an M&A partner in Fried Frank Harris Shriver & Jacobson LLP’s New York office.  “What happens over the 
next year will depend on the confidence level in the C-suite. There's still a tremendous amount of 
uncertainty, and that creates a real overhang for the M&A market." 
 
Here are some of the issues that will be driving M&A activity in 2013: 
 

Buyers Can’t Hold Out Forever 
 
Corporate America is sitting on record amounts of cash — some $1.1 trillion among S&P 500 firms as of 
last spring, and at least $220 billion among the 10 biggest as of Sept. 30. Balance sheets have swelled as 
profits have returned, but many boards have been reluctant to put it toward M&A, an expensive, 
exhausting process rewarded by shareholder litigation, growing pains and the risk of failure. 
 
But public companies are under pressure to grow earnings, and acquisitions are the easiest way. And 
many have business needs that have gone unmet since 2008, said Barry Brooks, an M&A partner with 
Paul Hastings LLP. 
 



 
“CEOs can always be looking ahead and finding uncertainties, but they're also under a great deal of 
pressure to grow,” Brooks said. “At some point, they will have to lay out their plans and get moving.” 
 
Bolt-on acquisitions or deals that bulk up a company's core business won't be derailed in 2013 by global 
gloom and doom, attorneys said. But large-cap, blockbuster deals — those that see a company swallow 
an equal or add a new core business — will likely be in shorter supply as corporate and financial buyers 
tread carefully, said Stephen Arcano of Skadden Arps Slate Meagher & Flom LLP, who predicted a year of 
“smaller bites.” 
 
“If a company has a strategic need, the macroeconomic uncertainties won't keep it from making a 
move,” said Michael Davis of Davis Polk & Wardwell LLP. “Those deals are still going to happen. It's the 
headline-driving, transformative deals that we're seeing less of.” 
 

Financing Surge Boosts PE 
 
Private equity funds, too, have billions of dollars at their disposal. More than 1,000 are actively raising 
new funds, which usually comes with investor pressure to spend the money they already have. 
 
And acquisition financing is as plentiful and cheap as it’s been at any time since 2008. Interest rates are 
near historic lows and financing terms are increasingly returning to the “covenant-light” packages of the 
mid-2000s, attorneys said. Lenders do want to see more equity in deals, but many are relaxing some 
deal provisions in an effort to put their own cash to work, Brooks said. 
 
“We're seeing fewer additional conditions imposed at closing, and lender terms that match up with 
closing conditions of the primary parties,” he said. “Banks aren't looking to inject any additional 
uncertainty in deals.” 
 
The result is that private equity, whose bids have been hampered by low leverage multiples and the 
specter of possible financing hang-ups, will likely stay competitive with corporate buyers. 
 
Strategic buyers who can find operational overlaps and cost savings in a target will continue to enjoy the 
upper hand, but “given the current availability and pricing in the financing markets, private equity has 
remained fairly competitive,” Arcano said. 
 

M&A Wins as IPOs Flounder 
 
M&A will likely benefit from ongoing weakness in the public markets. New listings continue to drag — a 
result of either mismatched valuations, burdensome public company regulations, or the world’s longest 
hangover, depending on whom you ask. Just 128 companiess went public in 2012, according to IPO 
tracker Rennassaiance Capital, and setting aside the mammoth $16 billion debut of Facebook Inc., total 
proceeds raised were down by more than one-third. 
 
And IPO backlog has fallen steadily as companies have either gone public, been acquired off-market or 
shelved their bids, and fewer would-be listings have taken their place. In September 2011, 498 firms 
were waiting to go public. By June — a month after the choppy debut of Facebook Inc. — that number 
had dwindled to just 66, according to market watcher Ipreo. 
 
That may be bad news for investors looking for new stocks, but it’s a boon for secondary sales and 
spinoffs that may now find new homes in corporations and private equity portfolios, Davis said. 
 
 



 

An Eye on Quality and Return to Sanity 
 
Earlier this fall, U.S. chemicals company Rockwood Holdings Inc. made a $725 million offer for Talison 
Lithium Ltd., the world’s biggest lithium miner. It was a hefty 53 percent premium to Talison's trading 
price, but Rockwood said it would go no higher, noting it did “not intend to be drawn into a bidding 
war.” A Chinese rival swooped in a few weeks later with a better offer, and Rockwood, true to its word, 
did not counter. 
 
That’s reflective of “a new normal” in M&A, experts said, where the frothy, ramped-up auctions of 2007 
and 2008 have no place and buyers won’t be drawn into a bidding war they haven’t budgeted for. 
 
Companies and financial buyers may be ready to spend again, but they’re not opening their checkbooks 
for just any target, experts said. 
 
“I think you're seeing a return to sanity,” said Bob Profusek, head of Jones Day's M&A group. “Everybody 
wants a hot asset and in a lot of ways, it's a good time to be a seller, but there's a lot more discipline 
among buyers now.” 
 

It Might Get Ugly 
 
Hostile takeovers continue to be an opportunity for aggressive companies and a concern for those with 
vulnerabilities — low price-to-earnings ratios, significant asset managers as investors, or revenues that 
trail their peers. 
 
“You're going to see a lot more activism this spring,” Profusek said. “The themes resonate so well with 
big institutional shareholders. Somebody comes in and says, 'Enough playing around, start delivering 
real value,' and that's something people like to hear.” 
 
And the success of recent shareholder activism against takeover defenses has put some C-suites on 
edge, attorneys said. Bill Ackman's Pershing Square Capital took down the board of Canadian Pacific 
Railway Ltd., Canada's second-biggest freight hauler, in June. Carl Icahn elbowed his way into a board 
seat at Chesapeake Energy Corp., and wrangled concessions from WebMD Health Corp. Clinton Group 
and Oaktree Capital Management have set their sights on struggling toy maker Jakks Pacific Inc. 
 

Some Questions Answered, Others Raised 
 
The re-election of President Barack Obama — while not the outcome corporate groups like the 
conservative-leaning U.S. Chamber of Commerce were hoping for — crystallizes a regulatory future for 
corporate America, attorneys said. So does the U.S. Supreme Court's decision upholding the health care 
reforms and some final rules that have come out of the Dodd-Frank financial reform measures. 
 
That new regulatory clarity could unmuddy valuations, especially in the health care and financial 
services sectors, and give CEOs the confidence to pull the trigger, Arcano said. 
 
“Whether you think the outcome is a plus or not, at least you have a better idea of where you are,” 
Skadden's Arcano said. “There's some clarity." 
 
But the election appears to have hardened some political lines in Washington, and Brooks said the U.S. 
is likely in for a long-term debate over tax levels, regardless of what happens by Jan. 1. And ongoing 
sovereign crises across Europe continue to spark fears of another global recession. 
 



 
Overall, attorneys were cautiously optimistic about the chances for an deal resurgence in 2013. With the 
presidential election behind us, and signs that a compromise on tax rates is close, the fog over the C-
suite may finally be lifting, unveiling a new, perhaps more cautious reality, but one that the M&A bar 
can be excited about. 
 
“It seems the past two years we've been saying the same thing — a perfect storm for increased M&A 
activity,” Davis said. “It hasn't quite materialized yet, but I'm optimistic about 2013.” 
 
--Editing by John Quinn and Jeremy Barker.  
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